Are you getting ready to hold annual case conferences for Transition IEPs?
Do you want to ensure your Transition IEPs are compliant?
Do you want to hear about areas that may need additional attention?

“Transition IEP Review: Lessons from Across the State” short webinar will provide information on what we are learning about compliant Transition IEPs. We will highlight areas that local districts appear to be struggling with and possible solutions. Question and Answers will be available throughout the presentation. This webinar will be archived at the Secondary Transition Resource Center's website http://instrc.indiana.edu.

When:  Oct. 5, 2011 8:30 -9:30 AM EST

Presenters: Nicolle Norvell, Director of Special Education, Indiana Department of Education and Teresa Grossi, Director, Indiana Secondary Transition Resource Center

No registration required

Click on: http://breeze.iu.edu/transitioniepreview/

What you will need:

- Connect to this live presentation using your computer.
- You need a computer with speakers, Internet connection and a browser with the Flash Player plugin (free software).
- Attendees who have never used Adobe Connect or who are using Adobe Connect on a new computer or from a new location should test their connection well in advance of the scheduled meeting to be sure they are able to enter the meeting room.
- No registration is required.
- You will be able to type questions to the speakers.

For information about content please contact Teresa Grossi at tgrossi@indiana.edu.

If you know someone who would like to be added to this listserv, please forward and have them email Susan Henning-Harris at skharris@indiana.edu.

You may leave the list at any time by sending a "SIGNOFF TRANSITION-L" command to LISTSERV@LISTSERV.INDIANA.EDU. Simply type SIGNOFF TRANSITION-L in the body of your email making sure that all other text is deleted. No subject line is needed.